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László Bedecs
Rhythms of Birdlife
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Dezsõ Tandori, one of the most impor-
tant contemporary Hungarian poets, is
well-known for his obsession with
small birds – sparrows but also other
species –, living with them in his apart-
ment and also documenting their lives
in volumes of poetry and prose. As a
monographer of Tandori’s poetry Lász-
ló Bedecs offers a synthetic approach
to bird presence in Tandori’s oeuvre,
identifying recurring patterns and
analogies that govern the represen-
tation of birds in decades of Tandori’s
works. The most relevant of these
analogies is the resemblance of Tando-
ri’s birds who have their own names to
small children requiring parenting and
caretaking activities.

Gábor Beretvás
Ornithophobia
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Inspired by his own ornithophobia, the
author explores how the representa-
tion of birds in Hungarian cartoons
and movies may have shaped the men-
tal images of birds for children growing
up in Socialist Hungary during the
1970s and 1980s. Stories about Dr.
Bubo, Kukori and Kotkoda, Nils Hol-
gersson and others show how a great
variety of bird characters were present
in this world, with some surprising
attributes, as humanized characters
but retaining features of birds and
strange combinations of these. The
article offers a subjective movie history
of birds available to viewers in the
Kádár era.

György Gaal
Árpád Buday – Ideas from His Cor-

respondence
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Árpád Buday and György Kristóf were
colleagues at Bethlen College in Nagye-
nyed/Aiud. Both of them studied at
Franz Joseph University from Kolozs-
vár/Cluj. Buday became an archaeolo-
gist, Kristóf a literary historian. Kristóf’s
career began at Szászváros/ Orãºtie,
then in 1922 he became professor of
Hungarian at the Kolozsvár Romanian
University. Buday’s activity was connec-
ted with the archaeologist school foun-
ded by Béla Pósta at Kolozsvár. After
World War I he was invited as professor
of archaeology to Szeged. Their corres-
pondence reflects three periods from
their life. In the 1902-1905 period we
can read about Buday’s studies. In 1921
we are informed about the university
life from Kolozsvár, the attempts of
founding a Hungarian academy. The
letters from 1924 up to 1929 inform us
about Buday’s arrival to Szeged, his
activity at the university and about his
family. There are interesting hints
about the childhood of his son, György/
George Buday who became a world-
wide known graphic artist in Britain. 

Ádám R. Szabó 
Feathered Remorse on Screen

Keywords: Tippi Hedren, Alfred Hitchcock,
movie, James Nguyen, Rick Rosenthal
The movie industry is obsessed with
the world of fear created by Alfred
Hitchcock in movies like Psycho or
The Birds. The article offers an analy-
tical approach to some follow-ups of
Hitchcock’s movie The Birds, inclu-
ding The Birds II: Land’s End by Rick
Rosenthal and Birdemic: Shock and
Terror by James Nguyen explaining how
some more sophisticated effects of the
original movie are neglected, and weak-
nesses in plot and concept make these
movies failures worth remembering.
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